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Captivated by photography, painting and film at an early age, I built a career immersed in images 

and imagemakers. I was born into a family of photographers, including both my parents - my 

mother taught photography at NYU, and my father, in addition to being a photographer, was also 

a painter and designer. I hope to bring to the ASMP board my deep determination to address the 

widespread issues photographers face, my passion for photography itself and my wide range of 

experience honed from 15 years of photo agency experience and 18 years of hands on 

photographer practice.   

 

During my tenure as a photo industry executive as Director of Photography for Getty Images NY I 

was responsible for the creation and selection of award winning photography. The job was wide-

ranging on many fronts, including integrating multiple NY creative departments following Getty’s 

industry-changing acquisition of the largest stock agencies: The Image Bank, Stone and FPG. Prior 

to that, I managed the photography, research, production, processing and library departments at 

FPG, encompassing creative, operations, sales, marketing, distribution and legal issues. In the 

early 1990s, our mission was to change the look of stock photography to reflect the diversity of 

our society with more authentic imagery, an effort to change look of stock. Before that I was 

Photo Editor at Seventeen Magazine, after attending Syracuse University for theater/film, and 

pursuing continuing education at NYU and ICP.   

 

In 2006, I co-founded Mother Image, a boutique stock imagery collection celebrating women of 

all ages and ethnicities. My partner and I work with a select group of photographers and 

filmmakers dedicated to capturing authentic and essential moments in the lives of contemporary 

women.  We’ve added corporate assignment to our offerings, uniquely providing a full service, 

brand-focused assignment team. 

 

I am currently a commercial photographer producing still and motion content. I work 

independently, in large and small teams, with corporate clients as well as private clients. I shoot 

portraits, events, lifestyle, food, interiors, weddings, sports and fashion. My generalist approach is 

intentional and born out of broad subject interests, years of editing a wide range of photography, 

as well as shooting for stock agencies.  My ability to maneuver easily in all areas has been 

instrumental in allowing me to adapt as photography transitioned from film to digital, and in the 

continuing technology, business model and market-saturation disruptions since.  

 

Concerns that I would want to address, should I have the opportunity to join the ASMP board 

include: 

 

1. Pricing issues (a concern to the founding members of ASMP in 1944) have continually 

plagued the industry. A PR campaign to educate clients on the value of professional 

photographers and how best to collaborate with them could support photographers in 

being paid what they’re worth and could lead to partnerships with advertising and design 

associations to further bring attention to ASMP and “find a photographer” resources.  

 

2. Technology disruptions (from AI, robotics, entities such as Pinterest and Instagram).  

Accessing experts to educate photographers on emerging technologies could help them 

anticipate the potential impact on photography/related industries and adjust accordingly.  



 

3. Diversity and inclusiveness in the field of photography and within AMSP. I’m also 

interested in creating a new-member-introduction program to promote a stronger sense 

of community. 

 

I have worked with ASMP members throughout my career, consistently finding them to be the 

most informed photographers. Joining ASMP, in 2017, I was amazed at the information available 

to members and wished I had joined years before. I was reassured to see ASMP and DMLA united 

in working on the Copyright Reform effort this past year, and I would be honored to help further 

ASMP’s current initiatives.  

  

Endorsement from Bobbi Lane ASMP Member, Former President APALA, Instructor ICP 

I would like to nominate Rana Faure to the board of ASMP. I’ve known Rana for about 15 years 

and she is a dedicated, creative photographer and also a passionate advocate for photographer’s 

rights. Rana’s background includes being on both sides of the camera, as a commercial/motion 

photographer and a photo editor/creative director. This business experience gives her insight into 

how to increase communication between the clients and the photographers about content and 

pricing. She has volunteered her time to DMLA and knows what it takes to get the job done. As a 

past VP of APA/LA, I recognize how important it is to have someone of Rana’s capability on the 

board.  In addition, she is a wonderful human, easy to work with and keeps a positive attitude on 

all projects. She has integrity, passion and energy to devote to ASMP and she will be an excellent 

addition to the board.  

  

Endorsement from Doug Schneider  - Mohican Studios, ASMP Member 

I worked with Rana for many years at Getty Images and always admired her leadership skills, her 

creative vision, and her ability to commission a successful shoot, some of them very large 

productions with many moving parts. I've also had the pleasure of collaborating with Rana as a 

photographer for Mother Images, where I've observed her dynamic skills as a portrait and event 

photographer. I have no doubt that Rana's depth of industry experience combined with her kind 

and thoughtful nature will lend itself extremely well to ASMPs National Board. 

 

Endorsement from Whitney Lane - Lane Photography Studio, ASMP Member, US Marine 

Corps. 

I have known Rana Faure for many years, and she is not only a very gifted photographer but the 

fact that she wants to be part of the ASMP National Board means a great deal to me. And it will 

mean a great deal to others. I have been a Member of ASMP for decades and fully endorse Rana 

Faure as she will be a great asset to ASMP. 

Thank you, 

Whitney Lane 

 

 

 

                                                        

         

 


